Take 2

A review of the family partnership tracking report reveals that, as of November, 17 percent of families were engaged in a family partnership agreement. After reviewing those numbers, the family engagement manager issued a strongly worded memo to all family service workers stating that she expects more than 90 percent of families to be engaged in a family partnership agreement by January.

Take 2

When Spruce Head Start completed its 2012 community assessment, it revealed that seven Haitian families had moved into the community. Then in 2013 when Spruce Head Start updated its community assessment, it noticed that 75 Haitian families had immigrated into the community. Yet only one family dropped by to learn more about Head Start, and that family never returned.

Take 2

Your phone rings as you enter your office. It is the transportation coordinator reporting that the bus driver found a child sleeping on the bus during his routine bus inspection at the end of the day.

The program terminated the bus monitor and added an additional bus inspection at the center.

Take 2

Although many tribal members acknowledge that preserving or reconstructing their tribal language is important, many parents at Pueblo Head Start still want their children to learn only English. The Head Start Director at Pueblo Head Start decided to implement a language immersion program because it is widely recognized as an effective approach for fostering the progress of linguistically and culturally diverse learners, and language immersion classes occur in the elementary schools on the reservations.
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